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How is a Journal organized ?

People:
Team of editors 
(Main and Associate)
Usually professor at 
esteemed University

Editorial Board
Forty – Fifty well known 
researchers from the field

Aims and scope:
Food Quality and Preference is a journal devoted to sensory, consumer and behavioural research in food
and non-food products. It publishes original research, critical reviews, and short communications in
sensory and consumer science, and sensometrics.

Quality: 
Impact Factor (IF)
Average number of times articles from a 
journal published in the last two years have 
been published in 2018 1nd 2019.

IF =   All citation in 2018 and 2019
All articles in 2019 and 2018



Serving as editor it is not killing enemies 

What are the responsibilities of an editor ?

Define aim & scope of 
journal

Advices on strategy and 
direction of journal

Responsible for Scientific 
Quality 
Decide which papers get 
published

Coordinates the peer-review 
process

Communicates with authors 
and reviewers



Serving as editor it is not killing enemies 

Submissions to Food Quality and Preference
(count per month in one year time)

Grand total = 950



Sometime authors attempt on editor’s life with 
poisoning papers for the journal!!!

Rejected and Accepted manuscripts in FQAP

Total (%) 

23.7
0.6

16.0
58.0

0.1
1.2

Reject rate (Desk + Standard): 74 % 
Success rate for handled papers: 60%

(% per month in one year time)



….and  authors do not even know why they 
tended to kill editors 

Why my paper was desk rejected?

bastard!!! 



Reasons for desk reject

Editor’s questions YES NO

Does the topic of the paper fit within the journal ?

Does the research pass the So what test?

……..Submissions to Food Quality and Preference are limited to papers that include some form

of human measurement; papers that are limited to physical/chemical measures or the routine

application of sensory, consumer or econometric analysis will not be considered unless they

specifically make a novel scientific contribution in line with the journal's coverage as outlined

below.

Out of scope reject



Unethical publishing behavior includes: 
• Data fabrication and falsification
• Plagiarism 



Reasons for desk rejection

Editor’s questions YES NO

Is the manuscript related to previous research?

Does the work builds  upon the most recent insights?

Does the paper take into account all relevant international work?

A close look at the Introduction and List of Reference



Handling paper: sending manuscript out for 
review



Handling paper: sending manuscript out for review

Review invitations in Food Quality and Preference
(count per month in one year time)



Reviewer invitation 

……..”The manner of choosing reviewers can be different for different editors, and it will change 
as you gain more experience with reviewers and the quality of their reviews, promptness, etc. 

Personally, I rarely use the reviewers suggested by the authors, unless I have had a large 
number of declined invitations from my selected reviewers. I also rarely use the EVISE 
suggestions, because they are too broad. 

I choose reviewers based on who I think are the best people to review the manuscript, based on 
my knowledge of that area and/or searching the literature if I'm less familiar with the area. 

I also do not adhere strictly to the timelines for reviewers to respond or the "alternate reviewer" 
system, because if I want a certain expert in an area to review the manuscript, I'd rather wait 
for a reply from that person or keep nudging them, rather than go on to the next person, who 
may be less qualified to review it”. 

Suggestions from an experienced editor:



Referees decision

accept reject minor 
revision

major 
revision Editor decision

* * Third referee

* * Minor revision

* * Major revision

* * Reject/third referee

* * Reject

What to do when reviewers disagree



Check list and “comments to make” of an experience reviewer

Questions and comments YES NO

Does the topic of the paper fit within the journal ? 

Are title and abstract in line with content?

Is the introduction clear, balanced and well organized?

Does the research have a clear rationale and a clear aim ?

Is the experimental design adequate to the aim and correct?

Are the results well presented and analyzed ? 

Are reference accurate, up-to-date, accessible?

Comment on importance, validity, generality of the conclusions



First decision after review : Acceptance, rejection, Revision (minor 
or major) and Reconsideration

Accepted “as it is “ Rejection Revision and reconsideration

Probability Rare It happens often Very frequent

What to do

It happens to everybody

Carefully handle all the 
points raised by reviewers

Make reviewers as much as 
possible happy

Do not despair/cry

Try to be critical

Do not send the paper as it 
is to another journal. 
Revise it first!

Read Journal aims and 
scope and guide for 
authors.



In conclusion: improve your writing skills

… I have got it ! You will not desk rejected my paper again,  
bastard!!!
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